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VALTORC INTERNATIONAL RELEASES NEW SERIES OF FUSIBLE LINK FIRE SAFE VALVES

Valtorc International is proud to announce the latest addition of Fusible Link Packages to our product line which will be proudly manufactured in the United States at our industrial manufacturing facility located in Kennesaw, Georgia.

Fusible Link Packages are used in all industrial applications requiring a fail safe, fire safe way to shut down pipelines in cases of fire and to prevent liquid damage and are fire safe to absolutely shut down in case of emergency. The Fusible Link Valve Series by Valtorc International is designed for automatic shut off in case of a fire. This prevents dangers or flammable material from entering the pipeline. Valtorc’s Fusible Link Series “Links” are FM (Factory Mutual - An instrument that meets a specific set of specifications established by the Factory Mutual Research Corporation which sets industrial safety standards.) approved as well. Valtorc’s Fusible Link Valve Series is the safest and most secure choice – Valtorc’s Fusible Link Valves are the industry standard in quality, reliability and unbeatable pricing.

Let Valtorc International protect your plant with our new Fusible Link Valve Series – use Valtorc’s industrial grade fire safe and certified ball valves or let Valtorc custom fabricate your existing valve set up.

All Valtorc USA made Fusible Link Packages are manufactured and tested in our state of the art manufacturing facility in Georgia, USA.
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